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Abstract
In the field of social services, practitioners work with
homeless clients to help them exit homelessness. Due
to the uniqueness of each client and the dynamic nature
of their environment, practitioners must choose from a
variety of theories and techniques to perform the required tasks. A major obstacle in automating these tasks
is the lack of high-fidelity models that emulate client
behaviour. The purpose of this paper is to identify the
requirements for emulating a homeless client and how
artificial intelligence (AI) can fulfill these requirements.
This paper also highlights how such an emulation can
contribute to the areas of social service policy evaluation, understanding client behaviour, and education.

Introduction
In the field of social services, practitioners, program administrators and researchers are tasked with helping clients sustainably exit homelessness. These groups work together to
complete any one of the following three steps: 1) analyze a
client’s unique needs, goals, abilities, and circumstances, 2)
predict what specific actions and subgoals will help them
exit homelessness, and finally 3) change the client’s behaviour by motivating them to perform the required actions.
Towards achieving these tasks, emulation of client behaviour serves three purposes: to evaluate intervention policies, to understand a specific client’s behaviour, and to educate practitioners, communities, and clients. Policy evaluation relies on low-fidelity simulation models that can scale
to a large number of clients. Understanding client behaviour
requires a high-fidelity model that represents both the client
and their particular circumstances. Finally, education also
requires a high-fidelity client emulation model, but one that
a human user can interact with.
When creating systems that assist with these tasks, practitioners and researchers at all levels are faced with three
major obstacles. First, the information a client provides to
a practitioner about their past is often incomplete or inaccurate. The acquisition of reliable information requires a
strong working relationship between the practitioner and the
client that is built on trust, a long and often unsuccessful
process (Chen and Ogden 2012). Second, even if required
Copyright c 2017, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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information is available, the high level of uncertainty impacting a client’s behaviour and environment makes predictive analysis difficult. Third, homeless clients fail to follow
through on commitments they make to practitioners or themselves (Kulkarni, Bell, and Wylie 2010). Persistent family
and health problems like anxiety and depression, as well as
constant safety risks cause clients to focus less on long-term
goals and more on immediate short-term goals and specific
departures from a plan (Gajderowicz, Fox, and Grüninger
2014).

Policy Evaluation
In the 1970’s, it was argued that due to technological limitations it was unrealistic to emulate a client’s decision-making
process (Duncan and Curnow 1978). Instead research focused on the information available for assessing the professionals working with clients by associating outcomes with
specific intervention programs. Large-scale simulation systems have used this data to predict how certain socioeconomic groups respond to changes in policy.
Most notable successes have been in simulating service
providers within healthcare systems. Much of this work is
based on explicit objectives with well-defined utility functions that optimally maximize resources while minimizing
cost (Early 1999). The main drawbacks to this line of research are the assumptions that patients will behave like
participants in a study: be available and prepared when appointments are scheduled and correctly follow-through on
instructions. A recent survey of research analyzing healthcare services in the UK found that out of 142 papers reviewed, 51 used some form of simulation of client characteristics, but only one focused on real-time simulation of human behaviour (Fakhimi 2013).
The only categorical exception to healthcare research that
treats patient behaviour as the main stochastic variable is the
work done on emergency services like ambulance schedules
and disaster response units where situational uncertainty is
to be expected (Li et al. 2012). Models that require complex
interaction between multiple agents have not gained much
traction. For those that have, large-scale real-time simulations have been successful for models that rely on simple
patient needs and patterns of behaviour, such as movement
of people amongst their relationship networks during a virus
outbreak (Beeler, Aleman, and Carter 2012).

Understanding Client Behaviour
Due to the uniqueness of each client and the dynamic and
unpredictable nature of their environment, practitioners rely
on “whatever works” to assess and modify client behaviour
(Bricker and Tollison 2011). A variety of evidence-based assessment methods have been created to help understand how
a client becomes homeless, a process referred to as their
“pathways to homelessness” (Kim et al. 2010). To assess
a client’s current state, questionnaires such as the “Service
Prioritization Decision Assistance Tool” (SPDAT) measure
their “vulnerability index” based on past and current circumstances. Once a client’s needs have been identified, a variety
of assessment tools help to match those needs to available
resources and services.
To address the last obstacle, changing a client’s behaviour,
a variety of methods are used. For example, motivational interviewing (MI) is a technique for facilitating change in a
client by identifying their own intrinsic motivations and life
experiences to satisfy those motivations (Bricker and Tollison 2011). MI is used in conjunction with other techniques
like Acceptance and Commitment Therapy to promote normative values and reduce destructive behavior.

Education and Assessment
Since the 1980’s, advancements in modeling techniques
have allowed practitioners to more closely study client behaviour (Doolin 1986; Wolch and Rowe 1992). This work
categorized clients along multiple dimensions, focusing on
needs, constraints, and decision-making for different client
demographics. A new picture of social clients began to
emerge, moving away from negative stereotypes towards the
real impact constrained resources and conflicting needs have
on their lives.
One category of research into the lives of clients has focused on role-playing and role reversal for the purpose of
education and assessment. These techniques involve simulating an interaction between a client, community, or service
provider where at least one party, human or computer, is acting as someone else. The interaction is based on real client
scenarios and behaviour patterns compiled into scripts and
educational material.
The most complete and interactive client emulations rely
on human actors and are applied to the education and evaluation of students across a number of social science disciplines
(Logie and Bogo 2013). With technological advancements
in speech understanding, virtual human interaction has also
advanced. By “virtual” we mean an interaction where at least
one party is a computer-based system simulating a human. A
number of “virtual patient” projects are underway (Talbot et
al. 2012; Smokowski and Hartung 2003). In each, virtual responses are programmed by researchers based on known responses by actual clients to automate the “virtual patient’s”
interaction with human users.
Projects that educate the client and their community have
also benefited from role-playing and role reversal. A special
workshop consisted of an interactive theatrical play to help
students understand and relate to the experiences of fellow
students who experienced homelessness or were refugees

(Day 2002). A number of tools have been developed over the
years to teach clients and youths at risk of becoming homeless how to better manage their actions and interpret their
environment. For example, the Smart Talk software package is a tool for social workers to teach clients new strategies for resolving conflict without violence (Bosworth, Espelage, and DuBay 1998). It incorporates computer games,
simulations, cartoons, animation, and interactive interviews.
Focusing their attention on measures that deescalate conflicts, users learn from a repertoire of scripted non-violent
responses to various scenarios.
Client emulation for the purpose of education suffer from
several major drawbacks when compared to their real-life
counterparts. First, an automated approach requires lower fidelity models that reduce expressiveness of client behaviour.
This in turn reduces the emotional consequences a human
user feels in reaction to their emulated partner (Bogo et al.
2014). Second, actors may produce inconsistent results reducing the reliability of assessments. Finally, the use of actors is most effective when the individuals interacting with
the actors can pretend the scenario is real. This is especially
difficult when an adult actor is playing a young child. In
short, current emulation methods lack the type of engagement required during real interaction with clients.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the requirements
for emulating a homeless client and the role AI plays towards achieving this goal. The next section provides challenges faced by the three key applications within social services mentioned above. We then provide a number of ways
AI addresses these challenges, and finish off the chapter with
a summary of requirements for emulating homeless clients
using AI methods.

Challenges
There are separate but related challenges that must be addresses in unison.
Data Collection Data on homeless clients is primarily collected through interviews. It provides the empirical foundation for simulating this population. Point-in-time counts of
homeless populations provide a snapshot of the count and
demographics of the people living on the streets on a particular night, as well as their geographical and seasonal distribution (Meghan Henry et al. 2014). More detailed data
is collected by interviewing participants in the context of a
particular study that is evaluating an intervention program.
Each data collection method, however, has its limitations.
Analysis performed on point-in-time data is limited to descriptive analysis of trends over time. For individual studies that capture data continuously, data is often limited to
the participants’ level of satisfaction with the program being
evaluated with limited follow-up after participants complete
the program. Due to the difficult nature of tracking and interviewing clients, some of this information is “administrative data” obtained by the same organizations being evaluated (Wyrwich et al. 2007). The acquisition of reliable information directly from participants also has its challenges.
It requires a strong working relationship between the interviewer and the client that is built on trust. Unfortunately

building trust is a long and often unsuccessful process and
information provided may be unreliable (Chen and Ogden
2012). Finally, there are ethical dilemmas on the part of the
program administrator. Special arrangements must often be
made for individuals in a way that jeopardizes the integrity
of the study (Falvo 2009).
These fundamental limitations of social service studies
are a direct consequence of the participants’ irregular lives
and must be considered when evaluating the quality of the
data collected.
Participant Characteristic Selection and Retention
Studies must limit their conclusions about impact to the remaining participants. Hence the final analysis is not simply
based on initial hypothesis, but on what can be inferred from
the changes exhibited by a statistically significant subset of
remaining participants. The conclusion is then limited to the
characteristics and demographics of those participants. For
example, if a study focused on the effects of “housing first”
intervention program and only one elderly male was left in
the study, no conclusion could be made about the effects of
“housing first” program on this demographic.
Following positive conclusions, studies are repeated with
the objective to understand an intervention programs’s impact on specific client populations (Stergiopoulos and Herrmann 2003). Once outcomes are known, specific factors are
investigated. For a follow-up study to be effective, participant characteristics must match those of the original study.
However, followup studies suffer from the same participation retention issues as the original study.
Macro-Predictions and Micro-Emulation At the macrolevel, the quality of a simulation model depends on its ability
to make predictions about the impact of a policy on a group
of clients. At the micro-level, the quality of the emulation
model depends on its ability to respond to specific situations
comparably to a client with similar characteristics.
At the macro-level, it is difficult to translate successful
programs into successful policy. For a program to be implemented as a policy, its success must be proven by a study
or pilot, and be cost-effective by saving or making money.
Evidence-based policy goes a step further and relies on specific data-driven studies to determine what policy has the
highest chance of success within a specific political, economic, and social context (Stanhope and Dunn 2011). Given
the uniqueness of each client, a high fidelity metric would
be required to evaluate a policy on the entire homeless population and the various demographics it represents. In the
absence of such models, specifically chosen categories of
clients are identified from that population. This reduction in
client representation allows a policy to focus on a single issue. The clear draw back of this approach is that a real policy is never implemented in isolation. There are other factors
that change its effectiveness that are not considered during
the study.
At the micro-level, the dynamic nature of a client’s environment reduces the probability they will follow through
on instructions provided by a practitioner. Practitioners have
found that “motivating” rather than instructing their clients
is more successful (Bricker and Tollison 2011). This is in

stark contrast to the regularity with which AI systems follow
instructions provided. AI systems have well-defined goals
and rules for satisfying the system’s objectives. Identifying motivational factors and operationalizing motivation is
still an open question in the social sciences (Kleinginna and
Kleinginna 1981).
Rationality, Reasoning, and Behaviour Different subfields within social science address human behaviour in different ways. Economists assume rational behaviour based on
a reasoning process that maximizes available utility towards
a goal (Russell 1997). Psychologists rely on associating past
experience with observed behaviour in a way that explains a
client’s reasoning process (Simon 1967).
Given observed behaviour, how do you distinguish what is
rational and irrational? Is the observer completely rational or
are they missing information that would explain a subject’s
behaviour as rational? We give the following definitions to
make answering these questions easier.
Reasoning is the process of making a decision based on
inference, also called “reasoning process.”
Intuition is the process of making a decision without reasoning. Also called “intuitive process.”
Behaviour is performed or planned actions and mannerisms in response to some stimuli, based on reasoning
and intuition.
Next, a clear distinction needs to be made between what
it means to be rational and irrational.
Rational reasoning maximizes available utility towards
a goal.
Irrational reasoning is not rational to some degree.
Rational behaviour is based on rational reasoning.
Irrational behaviour is based on irrational reasoning.
Given these definitions, it would be impossible to emulate
a rational client’s behaviour by understanding their reasoning alone since it is impossible to capture all relevant factors
(Kahneman 2003; Simon 1967). We must instead begin with
observations of client behaviour, followed by client emulation using a rational reasoning process, a task well-suited for
AI reasoners.

AI Requirements for Emulating Clients
Many AI systems simulate human tasks at different cognitive levels. High-level tasks include scheduling and planning
with applications in various fields from robotics to industrial
engineering (Sadeh and Fox 1990). Agent-based simulation
allows an artificial agent to simulate social behaviours by
following well-defined interaction rules (Gajderowicz, Fox,
and Grüninger 2014). While an AI planner may be able to
derive a plan for a client to follow, current planners are not
designed with a homeless client’s limitations in mind. First,
rather than emulating human cognition, AI planners focus on
optimizing performance for specialized tasks (Rintanen and
Homann 2001). Second, goals are provided externally along
with well-defined rules for identifying intermediate actions
and subgoals.

This section outlines requirements that need to be met if
client emulation by AI systems is to be achieved.

Observing and Capturing Behaviour
Collecting data from various sensors in a system is a reliable
form of building and verifying models. Increasingly, metrics for city services are being developed as part of a move
towards “smart cities” (Fox 2015). Except for clients in
extreme cases or requiring immediate emergency services,
most information known about individual clients is qualitative rather than quantitative, obtained through interviews or
questionnaires as part of a treatment or study (Bricker and
Tollison 2011; Nousiainen 2015; Rabinovitch 2015). This
information captures the client’s life experiences as a sequence of events, choices, perceived factors, and emotional
states. AI still lacks metrics that successfully monitor behaviour of clients using these social services.
Cognitive impairments caused by faulty memory and cognitive biases are a major issue with homeless clients (Beck
2014; Hallion and Ruscio 2011). Cognitive systems like
ACT-R, PRODIGY, ICARUS, and Soar provide the architectural foundation for representing agent states using memory modules that can be made artificially impaired (Langley,
Laird, and Rogers 2009). For example, the Soar system’s
episodic memory was evaluated to see how well it could
function as more uncertainty was introduced through prolonged interaction with the environment (Derbinsky, Li, and
Laird 2012). If external regularity is assumed however, internal uncertainty is reduced by adjusting to the external “reality.”
In a separate study, the Soar system was modified to exhibit different types of memory loss, a requirement for cognitive systems that have a finite amount of storage (Nuxoll
et al. 2010). As was expected, the modified system’s performance decreased at different rates for different types of
memory loss. Unfortunately, it would be impossible to perform such detailed studies on the memories of homeless
clients. Even if that was not so, a client still could not explain
reasoning for many actions, especially when that reasoning
was based on suppressed memories following a tragic event.

Reasoning From Observations
In addition to memories, emulating behaviour requires a
suitable reasoning engine that can recreate a client’s past
behaviour given their existing memories, then predict what
choices will be made in the future given their current constraints. Different cognitive and environmental constraints
must be taken into account. For example, clients employ different reasoning strategies that depend on different sources
of stress. Given that a high percentage of clients suffer
from anxiety, many of their choices depend on instinct
rather than long and careful deliberation (Hwang et al. 2012;
Beck and Clark 1997). Clients under high levels of duress
caused by negative past experiences often incorporate negative and positive coping strategies that impact their decisionmaking (Wolch and Rowe 1992).
Goals Because humans behaviour is goal-driven, client
emulation must replicate a client’s goal management strate-

gies. In AI and social sciences, goals fall into two separate categories: achievement goals that are provided a priori and maintenance goals that are added to a plan once
certain requirements are not met (Grant and Dweck 2003;
Hindriks and Van Riemsdijk 2008). In AI, achievement
goals are provided externally by the system’s designers.
Social science relies on theories like Maslow’s Hierarchy
that provide the source of goals and their ranking (Maslow
1943). A social service practitioner will often depend on
multiple theories and techniques to understand a client’s
goals and goal ordering.
Search What kind of search are clients performing when
looking for ways to achieve their goals? In most cases, it
can be assumed that not all information is known, and some
type of heuristics search is being performed. Constraineddirected heuristic search applies when a client knows or encounters the constraints they face while working towards
their goals (Fox, Sadeh, and Baykan 1989; Beck and Fox
1998). In some situations they must work backwards from
a goal, employing a backward search strategy, or work forward from their current state employing a forward search
strategy. Very often when goals and means are not known
clients will perform explorative search. For humans, explorative search is driven by unsatisfied basic needs or “meaning making,” an innate need to reduce uncertainty about the
world around them (Engel et al. 2013). Once some information about required states is obtained, an island search
strategy can be deployed from and to the states known to be
on the path towards a goal. Generally, one can assume that
a combination of each of these plays a role, and some variation of an explorative constrained-directed heuristic search
strategy is employed.
Bounded rationality As mentioned previously, it is impossible to understand a client’s reasoning process by an
observer. We can however consider factors that impact a
client’s seemingly irrational behaviour. Bounded rationality
provides the framework for incorporating cognitive and environmental constraints that may help understand a client’s
behaviour (Simon 1955).
There are four main types of bounds influencing an individual.
Memory (short-term) : Humans are able to store and retrieve a finite amount of information into short-term
memory (Simon 1972).
Cognition : Gaps in memory prevent complete knowledge about what strategy to choose when selecting an
action and how to evaluate alternative actions (Simon
1972). Psychological disorders like anxiety cause incorrect cognitive associations between events and responses (Simon 1967).
Experiences : The aspiration and rates of success for past
goals impact what information is stored and how it is
structured (Simon 1955; 1967).
Biology : Real-time needs interrupt goal-driven behaviour caused by uncertain environmental events and
physiological needs (Simon 1967).
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Figure 1: Emotional Cycle of Change showing a client’s
emotional “mood” regarding goals and “expectation” of success.
Different reasoners have incorporated parts of bounded
rationality either directly or indirectly. For example early
planners based on the STRIPS system provide ways of
overcoming physical computing and memory limitations by
grouping information into manageable chunks or a network
of beliefs (Fikes, Hart, and Nilsson 1972; Sacerdoti 1974;
Georgeff and Lansky 1987). If plan execution monitoring is
possible, techniques like re-planning and contingency planning are used to adjust plans during execution created with
missing information (Alfasi and Portugali 2004).
Emotions How do emotions influence our behaviour?
There are many theories of emotions that contribute to behaviour. The vast majority, like BDI (belief-desire-intention)
and OCC (Ortony, Clore and Collins) rely on “drives” that
form a direct connection between a stimuli and a response
(Reisenzein et al. 2013). In this work, emotional states control behaviour using a “triggering” threshold with positive
or negative valence of emotions, where each emotional trigger is associated with specific actions (Gratch and Marsella
2004). There are several limitations that make this approach
unsuitable for emualting homeless clients. First, it is difficult to identify positive and negative valence of emotions in
specific situations described by the client. Second, “drives”
are a vague representation of emotions while most systems
rely on a predetermined and static assignment of valence to
stimuli and a response (Kleinginna and Kleinginna 1981).
Creating an abstract “drive” is also problematic. First, abstract drives are represented as “motivations” but are difficult to operationalize as “motivation” lacks a formal definition (Kleinginna and Kleinginna 1981). Second, levels of abstraction are not modelled after human methods of abstraction but on methods that optimize a particular algorithm.
Instead of relying on specific connections between a
stimuli and response, AI researchers may have more luck
in mimicking the methods practitioners use to overcome
the limitations introduced by “drives.” Practitioners observe
clients as their behaviour changes from one situation to
another. For example, when moving from destructive to
constructive behaviour, a client transitions through multiple stages of change. A practitioner must recognize these
stages and guide the client accordingly. The “Emotional Cycle of Change” is one way practitioners recognize stages of
change, as presented in Figure 1 (Kelly and Connor 1979).
If a client is overly optimistic about a goal they may be in

the Uninformed Optimism (UO) stage. Here the practitioner
recognizes that unknown prerequisites and unforeseen consequences will prevent the client from achieving their goals.
Once faced with this reality, a client may loose confidence
in the Informed Pessimism (IP) stage before succumbing to
hopelessness in the Valley of Despair (VOD) stage. A system that relies on a graph of mood changes similar to ECOC
does not need to know what stimuli triggered the action,
only that overtime behaviour changes according to a pattern
found in the ECOC graph.

Learning From Observations
In behaviour psychology, there are two main methods for
learning information: classical conditioning where a “stimulus acquires the ability to produce a response” and operant conditioning where the “consequences that follow some
behaviour increase or decrease the likelihood of that behaviour” in the future (Kosinski and Zaczek-Chrzanowska
2003). AI has been successful in mimicking both types of
learning through reinforcement when the relationship between stimuli and response is known.
Quite often, however, a client may not know why they
behaved in a certain way and can’t predict how they will
behave in the future with any real certainty. Such choices
can be based on psychological issues or suppressed negative memories from the past. When the direct connection between stimuli and response is not known, latent learning is
required.
Latent learning has been applied most successfully to applications that require exploration of the entire search space
before making a decision. The Procedural Reasoning System is one of the original examples, and was used to create
a spatial model for a robot’s surroundings before performing tasks like “leave room” or “go to room X” (Georgeff
and Lansky 1987). Such systems are self-organizing and
rely on mental models of their environment (Kosinski and
Zaczek-Chrzanowska 2003). Latent learning is a seldom
used method for configuring a model due to its impracticality. Latent learners do not offer convexity of a training
problem, making it impossible to know how close to a solution an algorithm is (Aslan et al. 2013). It expands the
dimensionality of the problem and the search tree without
clues as to the solution. Clients are however not able to create an entire map of their environment. They must instead
rely on heuristics for exploration and chunking for retention
of partial information.

Summary of Requirements
For a system to fully emulate homeless clients it must first
replicate, in a general way, the flexibility and adaptability
humans exhibit when faced with limited cognition and memory management. Table 1 summarizes the requirements for a
high-fidelity client emulation model. A portion of this work
is already achieved by cognitive systems and planners that
reason under bounded rationality in one way or another.
However, more work is required to base this reasoning on reliable information gathered from clients through interviews
and observations.

Table 1: Client Emulation Requirements
Requirement Descriptions
Abstraction Exhibit abstract thinking that mimics a human
process of abstraction.
Generalize Able to generalize perception of events and
memories.
Intuition
Rely on intuition rules to provide guidance
when immediate response is needed, using direct stimuli-response connections.
Memory
Rely on memory of past experience to provide
guidance in pursuing goals.
Feedback
Rely on monitoring and feedback to learn
stimuli-response associations through reinforcement and latent learning.
Explore
Create plans by exploring the environment and
reasoning about knowledge.
Explore
Create goals by exploring the environment and
and Learn
reasoning about learned knowledge.
Monitor
Monitor current behaviour and progress towards goal, and modify or abandon plans.
Non-linear Capable of non-linear reasoning and consider
Reasoning
multiple scenarios at once.
Multiple
Apply different behaviour strategies that incorStrategies
porate the situation and memories affecting a
client’s mental and emotional state.
Problem
Relax or strengthen components of problem
Relaxation definitions based on bounded rationality.

Conclusion
Since the 1970’s, a wealth of data regarding homeless clients
has become available, with more recent work providing data
that gives a new perspective on the difficulties clients face
and the impact on their behaviour. This paper highlights
key applications within social services where AI research
can make considerable contributions to current state-of-theart data collection and analysis methods. Requirements for
a computer-based high-fidelity client emulation model are
provided that extend these methods using AI techniques.
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